
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
D-16: Compound Words

Spelling Words Review

skateboard

leadership

everybody

briefcase

applesauce

meatball

firefighter

overdue

staircase

daredevil

clockwise

shipwreck

dishwasher

windshield

saltwater

lifestyle

motorboat

strawberry

wallpaper

yearbook

cancel

couple

parallel

Challenge

masterpiece

stomachache

Draw a line between the two smaller words that make up each compound word.

1.  s t r a w b e r r y  

2.  b r i e f c a s e  

3.  w i n d s h i e l d  

4.  f i r e f i g h t e r  

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a kitchen appliance that cleans plates           _________________________

6.  past the due date           _________________________

7.  someone who takes a lot of risks                                  _________________________

8. anything that turns in the same direction           _________________________
as the hands on a clock                       

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    cstriasae       ___________________    hint: a set of steps from one level to another

10.  kyobaore     ___________________    hint: a collection of pictures you get at the end of the 
         school year 

11.  steflyile          ___________________   hint: how someone lives

12.  rawtastle      ___________________    hint: the kind of water that fills the oceans
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Name: _________________________________                               List D-16: Compound Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

motorboat    applesauce everybody shipwreck

wallpaper    skateboard meatball       leadership

13.  I think  ________________________  has seen the new action movie except for me.    

14.       The remains of the  ________________________  were visible from our diving boat.  

15.  Heidi's mother makes the best homemade  ________________________.

16. Abir's father tells him to wear a helmet when he rides his  ________________________.

17. Gemma likes to order spaghetti with a  ________________________  on top. 

18. My brother is learning how to make group decisions in his  ________________________  class.  

19. Ramona's parents took the old, peeling  ________________________  down in her room.

20. We heard the noise of the  ________________________  as it went down the river.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has a different ending than the other two?  ___________________________

22. Name the review word that has three of the same consonant.   ___________________________

23. Which review word means “a pair” or “two”?                            ___________________________

24. Identify the challenge word that has a negative meaning.         ___________________________
           

25. Identify the challenge word that has a positive meaning.          ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List D-16: Compound Words

Spelling Words Review

skateboard

leadership

everybody

briefcase

applesauce

meatball

firefighter

overdue

staircase

daredevil

clockwise

shipwreck

dishwasher

windshield

saltwater

lifestyle

motorboat

strawberry

wallpaper

yearbook

cancel

couple

parallel

Challenge

masterpiece

stomachache

Draw a line between the two smaller words that make up each compound word.

1.  s t r a w b e r r y  

2.  b r i e f c a s e  

3.  w i n d  s h i e l d  

4.  f i r e f i g h t e r  

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a kitchen appliance that cleans plates           dishwasher

6.  past the due date           overdue

7.  someone who takes a lot of risks                                  daredevil

8. anything that turns in the same direction           clockwise 
as the hands on a clock                       

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    cstriasae       staircase          hint: a set of steps from one level to another

10.  kyobaore     yearbook          hint: a collection of pictures you get at the end of the 
         school year 

11.  steflyile          lifestyle                   hint: how someone lives

12.  rawtastle      saltwater                hint: the kind of water that fills the oceans
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Name: _________________________________                               List D-16: Compound Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

motorboat    applesauce everybody shipwreck

wallpaper    skateboard meatball       leadership

13.  I think everybody has seen the new action movie except for me.    

14.       The remains of the shipwreck were visible from our diving boat.  

15.  Heidi's mother makes the best homemade applesauce.

16. Abir's father tells him to wear a helmet when he rides his skateboard.

17. Gemma likes to order spaghetti with a meatball on top. 

18. My brother is learning how to make group decisions in his leadership class.  

19. Ramona's parents took the old, peeling wallpaper down in her room.

20. We heard the noise of the motorboat as it went down the river. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has a different ending than the other two?  couple

22. Name the review word that has three of the same consonant.   parallel

23. Which review word means “a pair” or “two”? couple

24. Identify the challenge word that has a negative meaning.         stomachache
           

25. Identify the challenge word that has a positive meaning.          masterpiece
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